Embrace your Inner Child
This week we are going to learn to listen to our inner child. Many of us have a
wounded child within wanting to be heard. Sometimes it can feel easier to run away
from this part of ourselves in order to avoid suffering.
Think about the compassionate way we can learn to listen to others. We must also
learn to listen to the child inside us with that same nonjudgmental and compassionate
curiosity. Your inner child needs your attention. We can begin this process by
practicing loving and gentle inner self-talk.

7 Phrases Your Inner Child Needs to Hear
"I love you."
"I hear you."
"You didn't deserve this."
"You are worthy."
I forgive you."
"Thank you."
"You did your best."
Add some of your own:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Listening to the Child Within
Our inner child exists as the childlike aspect of ourselves. Connecting with our inner child
means bringing into awareness both the positive and negative parts of ourselves with
loving compassion and acceptance.
Our unmet needs and suppressed childhood emotions, as well as our childlike innocence,
natural enthusiasm, and creativity, are all waiting within us. Our inner child is where we
can access our creativity, imagination and play.

Healing Power of Play
Unfortunately, you may have lost some creative parts of yourself during childhood.
Perhaps these parts weren't encouraged by others or you were ridiculed. Maybe someone
made fun of you for wearing mismatched socks or a bright orange hat. One day you might
have stopped laughing out loud because someone made fun of the way you laughed. It is
time to embrace all parts of you. Embrace the parts that have faced rejection. You are
created to be unique. You are designed to experience childlike joy. Do not let an
oppressive or critical message from your past steal this joy from you. I invite you to free
your inner child, embrace, nurture, and allow God to restore this childlike aspect of you as
a tool to recovery and healing.
I saw a young lady dancing at a bus stop one day. She was probably in her mid-20s. It
made my heart light to see her let go of worry, fear, and embrace life in such a free spirited
manner. Oh, if only we could all dance in public with this lighthearted nature!
If you could let go of all judgment from yourself and others, what activity would you do to
be playful? How can you free your inner child?
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“Until you make the unconscious conscious, it will
direct your life and you will call it fate.”

― Carl Jung

Get to Know your Inner Child
Imagine you could call you inner child any name, what name would you give your inner child?
Imagine how your inner child would spend a day? Would you dress up? Go on a picnic with a
favorite meal? Spend a day with animals? Is there a childhood friend you would relive fun
experiences with? Let your mind free and think about what innocent pleasure you could
enjoy.

If you could have any super power, what would it be? What would you do with your super
power? Allow yourself to imagine, create, and be free to choose something that taps into
your inner child? Do not censor or judge what it is. Give yourself permission to let go.

What qualities of your inner child that you would like to experience?
Laughing? Dancing? Running? Somersaults? Innocence? Confidence? Other?
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